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SKYE®

ALGARVE®

ALGARVE® ROOF

LAPURE®

LAGUNE®

TOSCANE®

RANGE

CAMARGUE®

LAPURE®
Minimalist terrace covering with waterproof, windproof and
sun protection screen roof, with an open, panoramic view.
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DAY

EVENING
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CAMARGUE®

SKYE®

ALGARVE®

ALGARVE® ROOF

LAGUNE®

TOSCANE®

Classic - “Classic Line”

RANGE

Modern

LAPURE®

infinity view

There are two versions. The first has end columns, and the second has
a roof overhang that juts out past the columns so as to provide the
optimum amount of shade across the entire terrace.

There is no visually disruptive lateral connection when open,
which creates a beautiful “infinity view”.
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LAPURE®
Minimalist terrace covering with waterproof sun protection screen roof
The stylish, minimalist Lapure consists
of a windproof, waterproof, sun protection
screen roof that rests on elegant, discrete
aluminium columns with no disruptive
lateral connection. It is anchored to an
existing façade.
When the roof is closed, the Lapure provides
protection from the sun, wind and rain. When
the roof is open, you can enjoy the sun as the
delicate structure is not visually disruptive.
There are two types of columns for the
Lapure: “end columns” with water drainage
(via side guides and columns, even when half
open). You can also opt for “shifted columns”
(with roof overhang and water drainage via
gutters, even when half open). The latter
has a roof overhang that juts out past the
columns so as to provide the optimum
amount of shade. This lets you enjoy enough
shade, even when the sun is low in the sky,
for instance (installation on west-facing
façades).

Without roof overhang
(with “end columns”)

1 roof
section

2 roof
sections

A “coupled” version of both types is also
available so that two or more roofs can be
installed perfectly next to one another so that
they Span across larger areas (just 1 column
to be joined).
Thanks to the wide range of colours for the
structure and the screen fabric, the Lapure
blends in to every environment and suits
every architectural style.
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3 roof
sections

With roof overhang
(with “shifted” columns)

CAMARGUE®

SKYE®

ALGARVE®

ALGARVE® ROOF

LAPURE®

LAGUNE®

TOSCANE®

RANGE

Dimensions and features

Passage height

Retractable waterproof, translucent sun
protection screen

Roof options
Dimensions
Max. width/Pivot

6000*

Max. depth/Span

5000

Max. passage height

2900

Joinable

joinable up to max. width of 18 m

Min. angle

h

Dept

Widt

h

patented technology

10°

Technical specifications
Integrated water drainage
Integrated cables

standard (depending on the type)
standard

Integrated motor

standard

Operating switch

not applicable

RTS operation

standard

io-homecontrol operation
®

option at no extra cost

Customisation
Triangle

option

Glass roof blades - Lineo® Luce

not applicable

Wooddesign roof blades

not applicable

Integrated vertical windproof screens

not applicable

Sliding door Loggiascreen® Canvas

option

Sliding glass walls

not applicable

Combination of sliding glass walls +
integrated windproof screens

not applicable

Sliding wall in Loggiawood® / Loggialu® Wooddesign/
Loggiascreen® Canvas / Loggialu® / Loggialu® Stirata /
Loggialu® Plano / Loggialu® Linea / Loggialu® Privacy /
Loggiawood® Privacy

not applicable

Windproof screens (surface-mounted) with
Fixscreen® 100 EVO Slim F / Fixscreen® 150 EVO F

option

Integrated LED lighting

option

Beam with Heat & Sound

option

Linius wall 1 or 2-sided

Coupled version with end column

With shifted columns

not applicable

* 1 roof section
between 4 and 6 m:
a connector bar
(with or without
LED) must be used
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